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1. Introduction 

 

Two subjects were considered when this assignment was released. One of them was 

banned, so the decision to opt for the seventh art was easy.  Throughout different stages of 

this report, matters such as the purpose and the audience of this website will be explained 

as well as the design opted for it. 

Furthermore, some of the technical stages of its development, such as html, CSS and 

JavaScript, will be described.  

 

2. Purpose And Audience Of This Website. 

 

This website has been born from the love and passion for films in general and other genres 

in particular, such as Suspense and Thriller. 

The audience that this website wants to appeal to are film buffs and movie fans in general as 

its developer. Suspense and thriller in particular as mentioned above. However, other 

genres, such as Horror or Sci-Fi could be included allowing some flexibility, bearing in mind 

that many films can have a hint of several genres. 

The general content of the website are today’s news of the silver screen. These pieces of 

news are the content of the main page. Likewise, the website includes general subjects 

regarding this topic. 

There is a section about Directors which contains two of the most prize-winner ones, Alfred 

Hitchcock and Christopher Nolan. Furthermore, there is a section of films that contains a 

review of one significant film of each director, North by Northwest and Memento respectively. 

There is an external link that takes the user to the most important website about films in the 

internet, IMDB. Morever, there is a link for one of the most prestigious festivals of the Topic 

which is set in Spain, Sitges International Festival.  Iconic films like Oldboy had its premiere 

in Sitges. 

Furthermore, the user has the chance to provide with some feedback by filling out a 

feedback form.  
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3. Navigation Map 

The navigation system of this website is probably its most significant feature. From the 

beginning, it was decided to include a navigation bar menu placed horizontally inside the 

“header” <div> of the website and just under the <h1> that gives title to the website. This is 

the general trend followed by web developers in modern times.  The idea is that the user can 

access to the aforementioned menu from every page of the website and as a result not 

getting lost and finding where to go is extremely easy. Therefore, it is possible to access 

from every page to every page except the expanded news that can only be accessed from 

the homepage since they are an intrinsic part of it. 

 

Navigation Map Figure 1 
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3.1. Navigation Bar Menu 

As mentioned above, the navigation bar menu is the bedrock of this website. It requires the 

use of lists. The tags needed are <ul>,  <li> and <a> 

An unordenated list <ul> will contain <li> lists containign <a> anchors of the at-a-glance 

sections of the the menu which are – Home, Movies, Directors, Links and Contact. These 

sections will contain at the same time other unordenated lists containing other sections of 

the menu which are invisible thanks to JavaScript and only displayed when the user puts the 

mouse ponter on the menu. 

The html code looks as follows (Figure 2): 

 

Figure 2 
<ul id="nav"> 

    <li><a href="../../index.htm">Home</a></li> 
    <li><a href="#">Movies</a> 
     <ul class="submenu"> 

<li><a href="../../html/films/North-by-northwest.htm">North by 
Northwest</a></li> 

      <li><a href="../../html/films/Memento.htm">Memento</a></li> 
     </ul> 
    </li> 
    <li><a href="#">Directors</a> 
     <ul class="submenu"> 

<li><a href="../../html/directors/Alfred-Hitchcock.htm">Alfred 
HitchCock</a></li> 
<li><a href="../../html/directors/Christopher-
Nolan.htm">Christopher Nolan</a></li> 

     </ul> 
    </li> 
    <li><a href="#">Links</a> 
     <ul class="submenu"> 
      <li><a href="http://www.imdb.com/">IMDB</a></li> 
      <li><a href="#">film festivals</a> 
       <ul class="submenu"> 

<li><a 
href="http://sitgesfilmfestival.com/eng">Sitges 
Film Festival</a></li> 

       </ul> 
      </li> 
     </ul> 
    </li> 
    <li><a href="#">Contact</a> 
     <ul class="submenu"> 

<li><a href="../contact/contact-form.htm">Feedback form</a></li
 <li><a href="mailto:arijlopez@gmail.com.com">Contact email</a> 

</li>    
     </ul> 
    </li> 
   </ul> 
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4. Design Of The Website 

 

4.1. File Structure 

 

There are 3 main methods to sort the files of a website – by type, by topic and mixed. 

It has been opted for a mixed method in this website. The files are sorted in folders by type. 

In other words: html files in an folder, css files in other folder and so on and so forth (Figure 

3).  

 

Figure 3 

 
 

Likewise, inside these folders, the files are sorted by topic. For example the html folder looks 

as follows (Figure 4): 

Figure 4 

 
 

 

When a website is being developed, a lot of types of files are used – images, sound, html, 

etc. One of the most delicate matter when it comes to develop a website is to sort all the files 

out, in a way in which all the files can be localised easily and rapidly. It is important to think 

this through before starting the website. 
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4.2. Images Size 

Despite the internet connections are amazingly fast in modern times, it is very good practice 

to change  the pictures resolution used in a website so that, for example, an user does not 

have to download a 5 megabytes picture while its dimensions on the screen are rather small. 

Therefore, it is advisable to use a graphic editor, such as Adobe Fireworks in order to have 

to versions of the image. One small and one large. This method has been followed in order 

to build this website. Thus, there are small versions of the images used in the home page 

and a large version of them once you are in the actual piece of news. 

 

4.3. Home Page 

The first aspect taken into account to design the website, was what the Home page would 

look like. From the beginning, It was considered having a blog style general view of the 

homepage. However,  this design did not fullfill the guidelines of the term “Above the fold” 

embraced by web developers from newspapers editors. 

“Newspaper editors have always designed the front page with the most important elements “above the 

fold,” that is, visible when the paper is folded and sitting in the rack. 

Likewise, the first screenful of a web site’s homepage is the most important real estate of the whole 

site, regardless of whether the page is fixed or flexible. It is here that the user makes the decision to 

continue exploring the site or to hit the Back button and move along. Web designers have adopted the 

term “above the fold” to apply to the contents that fit in that important first screen.”  (Niedderst 
2006 p.37) 
 

The homepage looked as follows (Figure 5): 
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Figure 5 
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The design of the homepage was turned into smaller containers of news so that the user 

could look at the mainpage from a wider pespective. After the pertinent change in the html 

and the CSS code the final version of the mainpage looks as follows: (Figure 6) 

Figure 6 
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5. General Features 

A semantic structure has been followed to give meaning to all the pages of this website. For 

example,  a good use of the heading has been given. An <h1> has been used to entitle the 

webpage in the “header”, followed by h2 used in the headlines of the news. 

5.1. Document Type Declaration 

Firstly,  the document type declaration must be chosen. The DTD includes, attributes, 

elements and rules of an specific mark-up language. The XHTML 1.0 transitional DTD has 

been choosen for this website. It follows the syntacs rules of XML 

<!DOCTYPE html PUBLIC "-//W3C//DTD XHTML 1.0 Transitional//EN" 

"http://www.w3.org/TR/xhtml1/DTD/xhtml1-transitional.dtd"> 

 

5.2. <Html> Tag 

The html must contain its name space specified by the xmlns attribute. It is also advisable to 

include other attribute to identify the language of the website. For this,  the “xml:lang” 

attribute and the “lang” attribute are used as well as for backward compatibility. 

 <html xmlns="http://www.w3.org/1999/xhtml" xml:lang="en" lang="en"> 

 

5.3. <Head> Tag 

All the links to the css and js documents must be included within the <head> tag. It also has 

to contain the <title> tag. It is very important to include meaningful and descriptive titles 

since they are a great resource to improve accessibility and search engines reckon on titles 

in their searchs. The title will be also included in the description of the website if the user 

bookmarks it. (Figure 7)  

Figure 7 

<head> 
<title>The website for fans of Thriller and Suspense Movies</title> 
<meta http-equiv="Content-Type" content="text/html; charset=utf-8" /> 
<link rel="stylesheet" type="text/css" href="../../css/global.css"/> 
<link rel="stylesheet" type="text/css" href="../../css/directors.css"/> 
<script type="text/javascript" src="../../js/jquery-1.7.1.min.js"></script> 
<script type="text/javascript" src="../../js/jquery-ui-1.8.18.custom.min.js"></script> 
<script type="text/javascript" src="../../js/navigationbar.js"></script> 
<script type="text/javascript" src="../../js/scrolltotop.js"></script> 
</head> 
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5.4. <Body> Tag 

 

The body tag will contain the general information of the web pages. The layout of this 

website does not rely on the body. There is a div named “main” by using the id attribute 

which has that purpose. This is the trend followed generally buy web developers. This main 

cointainer takes up around 4/5 of the width. The two sides of the website are taken up by the 

body where advertisments could be implemented for example. In this case, the body has 

been used as a black frame that contrasts with whe white of the “main” div content. 

 

6. Validation 

Detailed below are the errors that came up after validating the HTML code of the website 

object of this report. 

 

6.1. The <html> Tag 

It was missed out to include the xmins attribute for the element “html”. This error was fixed 

by including the missing attribute “xmlns=http://www.w3.org/1999/xhtml” in the “html tag” 

(Figure 8) 

 

Figure 8 

 
 

http://www.w3.org/1999/xhtml
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Figure 

6.2. Unknown Member In The <iframe> Element. 

 

All the videos embedded in the website are from Youtube. The Youtube embedding tool 

generates automatically the “iframe” element that links the video from youtube. However, 

after validating the “html” of this website the following error rose. 

Supposedly “allowfullscreen” has to permit the maximization of the clip. However, this 

feature also works by deleting it from the tag. (Figure 9) 

 

Figure 9 
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6.3. The Alt Atribute 

 

This message was caused because of having the atribute “alt” within an <a>. A mistake was 

made by including this attribute in the wrong place.  The problem was solved by deleting the 

atribute from the anchor. (Figure 10) 

 

Figure 10 

]Line 58, Column 90: there is no attribute "alt"  

…rge.jpg" width="250" height="150" alt="Image of The Girl with the Dragon Tatto…?  

You have used the attribute named above in your document, but the document type you are using does 

not support that attribute for this element. This error is often caused by incorrect use of the "Strict" 

document type with a document that uses frames (e.g. you must use the "Transitional" document type 

to get the "target" attribute), or by using vendor proprietary extensions such as "marginheight" (this 

is usually fixed by using CSS to achieve the desired effect instead).  

 

 

The following screen  rises after validating all the pages of website successfully. (Figure 11) 

Succesful Validation (Figure 11) 
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7. Special Features of the Website 

 

7.1. The Drop-Down Menu 

The html structure needed to build the navigation bar menu was explained above. In this 

chapter, it will be explained the JavaScript feature that allows to drop down the menu when 

the user puts the mouse pointer on it. 

This effect is obtained by using Jquery, a tool very handy and useful.  First of all, the 

submenus must be hidden. “.css” is used as a setter to modify all the <ul> elements in the 

“nav” div making them not visible. Then, the “.hover” method is used to select the <li> 

elements of the “nav” div when the mouse pointer is on or go over them.  Finally, once the 

mouse pointer is on or goes over the <li> elements, “.find” finds the first <ul> element in that 

<li> and makes it visible as well as declaring how quick the menu has to drop down 

expressed in milliseconds(400) by usen the animation “.slideDown”.  When the mouse 

pointer is not on the menu anymore the animation“.slideUp” makes the list invisible again. 

It goes without saying that this effect increases the interaction in the website with graceful 

degradation as well as being very effective and useful (figure 12). 

Figure 12 

$(document).ready(function(){ 
 // Hide the submenus 
 $(" #nav ul ").css({display: "none"}); 
 // Define which submenus must be visible when mouse on 
 $(" #nav li").hover(function(){ 
  $(this).find('ul:first:hidden').css({visibility: "visible",display: 
"none"}).slideDown(400); 
 }, 
 function(){ 
  $(this).find('ul:first').slideUp(400); 
 }); 
}); 

 
 

Figure 13 
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7.2. The Back to Top Effect 

This effect makes appear a small block on the bottom right side of the screen that sends the 

user back to the top of the screen with a graceful and progressive effect when it is clicked 

on. 

If the user scrolls down the page, the mentioned “toTop” div appears, it fades out to the 

contrary. When the user clicks on the block, the page goes back to the top and then the 

block disappears once the top has been reached. 

The methods “.fadeIn()” and “.fadeOut()” are used to hide and unveil the div respectively. For 

the animation implemented the method “.animate() is used to go back to the top of the page. 

It is possible to introduce the amount of time that the animation will take in milliseconds, 800 

in this case (figure 14). 

 

Figure 14 

//Scroll to top 
jQuery(document).ready(function($) {   
 //Not hide the "totop" div if the user scrolls down, hide it to the contrary. 
 jQuery(window).scroll(function() { 
  if(jQuery(this).scrollTop() != 0) { 
   jQuery('#toTop').fadeIn();  
  } else { 
   jQuery('#toTop').fadeOut(); 
  } 
 }); 
 //Goes up when the user clicks on the "totop" block 
 jQuery('#toTop').click(function() { 
  jQuery('body,html').animate({scrollTop:0},800); 
 }); 
 // Hide the block once is back to top 
 jQuery('#toTop').fadeOut(); 
  
}); 
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7.3. Jquery Lightbox Plug-In 

The Jquery lightbox plug-in is a JavaScript file that linked to the html makes possible a 

graceful zoom effect by clicking on an image of the website. It has been implemented on the 

small pictures of the home page to obtain a spectacular zoom effect. 

The html must be coded as follows (Figure 15): 

Figure 15 
<div class="news"> 

 <h2>The Girl With The Dragon Tattoo Exclusive look at the UK 

quad</h2> 

 <span class="date">22-February-2012</span> 

 <p><a class="lightbox" href="images/dragontattoo-large.jpg"><img 

src="images/dragontattoo-small.jpg" width="250" height="150" alt="Image of 

The Girl with the Dragon Tattoo"/></a>If you've read a book in the last 

year, chances are it was one of Stieg Larsson's Millenium Trilogy, the 

insanely popular series of&hellip; 

 </p> 

 <a class="readmore" href="html/news/dragon-tattoo.htm">Read More</a> 

</div>  

 

The <a> tag must contain the attribute “href” linking the large image that will be zoomed. At 

the same time , the <img> tag containing the link of the small image that appears in the 

home page is nested withing <a> that, in this case,  contains a class attribute that will be 

used as a selector to call the script (Figure 16).  

Figure 16 
$(document).ready(function(){ 

 $('a.lightbox').lightBox(); // Select all links with lightbox class 

}); 

 

 

7.4. The Clear Div 

One of the characteristics of this website is the use of a <div> specifically included to work 

as a separator between the main sections – The header, the container and the footer. By 

including the class name “clear” will be possible to specify the clear property “both” in the 

CSS so that this divs do not overlap with each other. (Figure 17 and 18) 

Figure 17 
<div class="clear"></div> 

 

Figure 18 
.clear { 
 clear: both; 

} 
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8. Accessibility 

 

8.1. Alternatives to Visual Content 

All the <img> tags of this website contain the attribute “alt” that gives an alternative to aurally 

or visually impaired people(figure 19). 

Figure 19 
<img src="images/dragontattoo-small.jpg" width="250" height="150" 

alt="Image of The Girl with the Dragon Tattoo"/></a> 

 

8.2. Use of Colours 

The use of black and white colours for the appearance of the website has not only been 

done due to visual matters, also another reason is that a good contrast between background 

and foreground colour will ensure that the website is easier to read. 

8.3. Markup and Style Sheets 

All the code has been validated to ensure the correct syntax and use of html elements like 

for example, the use of h1 for more meaningful headlines. CSS has been used for 

presentation and JavaScript for interactivity. 

8.4. Context 

It is very important to provide context in the use of html. For example, using elements such 
fieldset to classify linked options together, using fieldset to classify linked form controls 
together, defining the fieldset contents with a legend, etc. These methods help to ameliorate 
accessibility by supporting information about parts and their connection with each other. 
 

8.5. Disabling CSS And JavaScript 

It is very important to have a look at the website by disabling first CSS and JavaScript. It is 

useful to check if the website has semantic meaning. In other words, checking that the 

information of the website is in a sensible order or its text is readable by impaired people 

(Figure 20).  
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Figure 20 
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9. Test in Different Browsers 

The website has been tested in the latest versions of the five main internet browsers, namely 

Mozilla Firefox, Google Chrome, Internet Explorer and Apple Saffari as well as previous 

version of explorer, 7 and 8. Captures of the home page have been taken to give evidence 

of its good operation in every browser mentioned above. However, Internet Explorer 7 

messes up the layout of the pages. The main “div” overlaps the navigation bar menu hiding 

it. Furthermore, some divs also lose their margins. 

There are slight differences of appearance among some browsers. For example, there is a 

slight change in the input fields size of the feedback form. In some browsers, they are a bit 

bigger than in others. 

Other slight difference lies in the pictures. The ones showed by Internet Explorer have a blue 

border that does not appear in the other ones. 

Other difference regarding internet explorer is found in the small div that contains “back to 

top”.  Its background is transparent, whereas it keeps the colour given in CSS in the other 

browsers. 
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Safari,  Figure 21 

 
 

 

 

 

 

Firefox ,  Figure 22 
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Google Chrome, ,  Figure 23 
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Internet Explorer 9, ,  Figure 24 
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Internet Explorer 8, Figure 25 
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Internet Explorer 7, Figure 26 
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10. Screenshots of the website 
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